CHO Ship Management Pte. Ltd.

Technical Superintendent
Employment Type: Permanent (Full-time)
Location: 12A Jalan Samulun, Singapore 629131
Responsibilities:
 Monitoring and maintain shipboard PMS.
 Monitor and arrange shipboard scheduled statutory classification surveys, and when possible to arrange
surveys to be harmonized.
 Review vessels requisition and arrange timely delivery of store, spares and consumables.
 Coordinate and arrange necessary repairs.
 Prepare dry docking specifications and control docking and repair cost effectively.
 Prepare final dry docking report. Attend sea trials after dry docking.
 Attend vessels repair overseas.
 Ensure vessels operate with minimum downtime.
 Liaise with charterer, class and clients on technical related matters.
 Manage and organize vessel’s surveys.
 Control vessel’s defects and ensure timely close out.
 Attend and take delivery of the new build vessels. Review and verify engineering design/drawing, technical
specification and documentation are met. Commissioning vessel’s equipment and attend the sea trials.
 Review vessel’s LO & FO consumption.
 Carry out annual vessels technical inspection audit.
 Maintain technical manuals, drawings and catalogues from the yard and makers.
 As one of the incident investigators, if appointed by the Technical Manager in consultation with DPA.
 Control vessel’s budget relevant to technical department.
 Organize and attend to vessels annual, DP and FMEA trials.
 Attend bollard vessel’s pull test.
 Liaise on daily basis with the crew on the assigned vessels.
 Any other tasks assigned by Technical Manager or Management.
Requirements:
 Degree in Mechanical Engineering.
 Possess relevant sea-going work experience as Chief Engineer/Marine Engineer with minimum class 2
certification or equivalent with in experience in AHTS, Offshore Supply/Offshore tug vessels. Those with DP
vessel experience will be highly advantageous.
 At least 2 years shore based experience
 Possess good organisational and communication skills and hands-on.
 Independent and resourceful. Able to work under pressure to meet deadline.
 Analytical and highly proactive in technical trouble shooting and problem solving.
 Able to conduct effective stand-up training for vessel crews.
 Ability to travel within short notice as required.
Interested applicants to email your resumes to careers@choffshore.com.sg stating expected salary and earliest
possible start date.
We regret to inform that only suitable applicants will be contacted for an interview.

